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“Working in emerging markets 
like China now is really 

exciting.”

Beginning with a childhood spent at Cape 
Cod in the United States to a career that 
spans Europe, Australia and now Asia, for 
Research Fellow Dr Justin Cohen it’s been 
a journey inspired by great food and wine 
experiences.    

As Research Fellow at the Ehrenberg-Bass 
Institute, based at the University of South 
Australia, Dr Cohen’s work currently centres 
around the management and execution of 
numerous China-focussed GWRDC-funded 
projects being undertaken by the Institute. 

“My focus is wine marketing, but I do 
research more broadly in the areas of 
retailing, online advertising and tourism,” 
Dr Cohen said.

“I also teach branding at the post-graduate 
level and I travel to China and more broadly 
in Asia for wine and other Ehrenberg-Bass 
business.”

US born, his early jobs as a teenager were 
working in restaurants and hotels in Cape 
Cod.

“It’s where I first developed a passion for 
food and wine, and then I came to Australia 
to undertake my MBA with Le Cordon 
Bleu,” he said.

“Then instead of returning to the US, to 
work in corporate management for a hotel 
group as planned, I accepted a scholarship 
to undertake a PhD in wine marketing. 

“It’s where I first connected with Professor 
Larry Lockshin (Pro Vice Chancellor for 
Strategic Coordination andA Head of 
Marketing at University of South Australia) 
and his research group.”

After completing his PhD, Dr Cohen moved 
to Europe to work in the Master Vintage 
program, which is an EU-funded Master 
of Science program (MSC) for oenology, 
viticulture and wine business.

Responsible for the wine marketing 
component and research supervision, Dr 
Cohen said that after two exciting years 
of delivering education and conducting 
research across numerous European 
markets he was ready for the next challenge 
- at the Australian Centre for Retail Studies, 
a specialised retailing centre at Monash 
University. 

“I focussed my energy on commercial 
research and strategy implementation 
for property groups, retailers and brands, 
helping them better understand their 
business environment, as well as consumer 
behaviour in an omni-channel context.”

Throughout his academic career, Dr Cohen 
said he’s had two collaborative constants – 
Professor Larry Lockshin and Dr Armando 
Corsi. 

“I have a long working relationship with 
Larry, and I met Armando as a PhD student. 
For years we interacted virtually and 
seemed to continually swap places, when I 
was in Adelaide he would go to Europe and 
vice versa,” he said. 

“We have very similar research interests and 
passions for food and wine and over the 
years we developed a great collaborative 
relationship.” 

When the opportunity to return to the 
Ehrenberg-Bass Institute and to work 
alongside Larry and Armando arose, Dr 
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Cohen said he happily made the jump.

Dr Cohen continues to work closely with 
Larry and Armando, particularly on the 
current China projects. 

“We’re a great team. My focus is 
particularly managerial, it’s my job to 
solve problems and come up with ways to 
overcome hurdles that crop up with such 
projects. 

“Working in emerging markets like China 
now is really exciting, because we are 
getting past people just espousing their 
thoughts and feelings. Our EBI team is 
actually doing the research in country. We 
can make arguments and claims about 
market dynamics founded in data and not 
just conjecture.”

Dr Cohen is also enjoying the growing 
interest and research competition in wine 
marketing, saying it can only benefit 
industry and academia. 

“It’s particularly great that we are starting to 
see more collaboration between marketers 
and sensory scientists,” he said. 

“It’s important. I think the more competition 
in this space the better it will be for industry 
and academia as it will force us all to 
improve.

“The GWRDC is doing a great job of 
bringing us all together arranging seminars 
in wine regions and sharing our reports, 
but it is important we all continue to strive 
harder to interact with each other.

“We need relevance in our research and 
listening to the needs and problems of 
the Australian wine industry can help us 
prioritise topics and allocation of our 
resources to turn the problems of today 
into opportunities for tomorrow.” 

Dr Justin Cohen, Research Fellow, Ehrenberg Bass 
Institute for Marketing Science


